
and the
Goldilocks

Three Koalas
By Alfred Bennett

Goldilocks and the Three Koalas Big Book EMB075 $49.90
This is the classic story of Goldilocks and the three bears, but with an Australian twist - instead of bears, Goldilocks 

enters the tree house of three koalas. This big book teaches us about respecting the possessions of others. We see Goldilocks invite 
herself into the Koalas’ house, eat their food, use their furniture and even break some things. In the end, this book asks us “what did 
Goldilocks do wrong?” So we can discuss together, what she did wrong, whether she should have apologised and how she could have 
handled the whole thing differently. Our books use the highest quality Australian printing, with protective gloss covers and thick pages.

Then, she tasted the last one. “Mmm, this porridge is just right,” she said, and she ate it all up.

After eating the porridge, Goldilocks thought she might like to sit and read a book. She found in the lounge room, three chairs. 

She sat down in the big one first. “This chair is too big,” she said.

Once upon a time, 
there was a girl 
called Goldilocks. 

One day, she was out on 
a bush walk, when she 
came across a tree house. 

She was getting a bit hungry and a bit 

tired, so she peered through the door, 

to see if anyone was home.

No one was home, so she let herself in.

and the
Jack

Gumnut Stalk

By Alfred Bennett

Jack and the Gumnut Stalk Big Book EMB076 $49.90
Jack meets a Swagman who gives him some magic gumnuts. They grow into an enormous eucalyptus which 

Jack climbs up to find a big shed in the clouds, with a sleeping giant inside. In the original story, Jack steals the giant’s things and 
then kills him! In this version, there is no violence. Instead, Jack does the right thing and gives back the giant’s things – a magic harp 
and a chicken, which happen to be the giant’s only friends. When Jack apologises and goes home, the giant shows his gratitude. 
This big book teaches us about possessions, doing the right thing, apologies, forgiveness, gratitude, and friendship. Our books use 
the highest quality Australian printing, with protective gloss covers and thick pages.

When he got to the top, Jack found a great big shed, nestled in the clouds.
Inside the shed was a huge, slumbering giant, snoring away. 

Next to the giant was a beautiful gold harp, playing music all by itself. On the other side of the giant was a cuddly little hen, laying lots of solid, gold eggs. 

Of course Jack accepted the gumnuts. 

Who wouldn’t want some magic seeds? 

He ran home to tell his mum all about 
them.

“Mum,” called Jack, excitedly, 

“I traded Betsy for some magic 

gumnuts. We’re going to be rich!”

“These gumnuts 
will make you 
super rich,”  
he said.

Along the way, 
Jack met an 
old swagman.  
He offered 
to buy Betsy 
the cow, in 
exchange for 
some magic 
gumnuts. 

By Alfred Bennett

in the bush
andGretelHansel

Hansel and Gretel in the bush Big Book EMB077 $49.90
This is the story of two very resourceful young children – a brother and sister, who love to go on adventures 

together. They come up with clever ways to stay safe in the bush, but accidentally get lost. They meet a stranger who traps them 
and tries to make them eat unhealthy food, to fatten them up. The clever children only eat a little bit of unhealthy food, then escape 
and find their way home. This book is all about being resourceful, staying safe, stranger danger and even has a moral about eating 
‘sometimes food’. It also emphasises the importance of family and friendship. Our books use the highest quality Australian printing, 
with protective gloss covers and thick pages.

One day, the kids had run out of pebbles to use. So Hansel grabbed a piece of bread instead. 

Hansel and Gretel didn’t realise that animals love to eat bread crumbs! 

Kangaroos showed up and ate all the bread crumbs, until the path was gone.

Hansel and Gretel set off on a new adventure, this time dropping bread crumbs to make their path, instead of pebbles.

Hansel and Gretel were very clever, 

though. Before leaving for their 

adventures, Hansel would fill his 

pockets with white pebbles and drop 

one every now and then, making a trail.

That way, if they ever got lost, 

they could follow the pebbles back 

home. At night, the white pebbles 

would glow under the moonlight.

New Outback Fairytale Big Books
$149.70 EMB023S – Set of 3 new ‘Outback Tales’ Big Books  
with FREE ‘Outback Tales’ Poster Pack valued at $49.90. 

Fairy Tales with  

an Aussie twist!

Prices exclude GST. Big book sizes 42cm x 30cm. 16 pages   I   TEL (02) 4647 9840   I   www.ozpublishing.com.au

NEW

NEW

NEW



Indigenous Sea Creatures Big Book EMB064 $49.90
This book is all about the indigenous wildlife found in the waters of 
Australia. It illustrates clown fish, jellyfish, sharks, creatures of the 
deep, whales, dolphins, dugongs and more with beautiful artwork.

Let’s Learn about The Dreamtime Big Book EMB063 
$49.90
Some Aboriginal people believe in the Dreamtime which are 
stories that explain how things came to be. Read the stories of the 
crocodile man, the lightning brothers, the Mimi, rainbow serpent 
and more!

By Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about the

Torres Strait Islands

Let’s Learn about the Torres Strait Islands Big Book 
EMB042 $49.90
The Torres Strait Islands are a majestic group of islands in the 
pristine waters off the northern tip of Australia and the people who 
live there and their culture, are just as beautiful.

By Mike Ingram

Birds 
around the 
Billabong

Birds around the Billabong Big Book EMB048 $49.90
Come on a journey with the gorgeous birds of the outback. Learn 
about brolgas, march with the cassowary and emu, see the penguins, 
laugh with kookaburras and observe many other Aussie birds in 
vibrant Aboriginal art.

The outback is home to many birds, like the Cockatoo.

He glides through a flock of cheeky Galahs.

The White Cockatoo is the king, with his golden crest.
2

3

The rainforest is filled with the wondrous colour of Rosellas...

... and Lorikeets.

14

15

Animals around the Billabong Big Book EMB019 
$49.90
Come and explore the billabong, where you’ll discover interesting 
facts about our precious Australian animals. See the old croc, 
koalas, family of lizards, kangaroos, little emu chicks and more  
in stunning, hand-painted Aboriginal art!

12

13

Out past the billabong, lizards wander the outback.

The Frilled-neck Lizard runs on his back legs when he is scared.

The gentle Blue-tongue Skink can regrow her  tail if it falls off!

The Goanna likes to steal crocodile eggs for a snack.

The billabong attracts all kinds of amazing animals, like the hopping Red Kangaroo.

... but she can go for months without a drink of water! 

She can’t walk backwards...

2
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  bout Bush TuckerLet’s 
Le  rn

Written by 

M  tthew Ingr  m 

Let’s Learn about Bush Tucker Big Book EMB002 
$49.90
Let’s learn about the amazing variety of bush tucker that can be 
found in the Australian outback. Each page has a different kind of 
bush tucker, from fruits, meats, legumes and more!

Australian Animals

By Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about

Let’s Learn about Australian Animals Big Book 
EMB037 $49.90
Australia is home to some of the most amazing animals in the 
world. Some animals are cute and cuddly, some are poisonous and 
scary. This big book showcases some of our wonderful wildlife and 
has some interesting facts about each one.

My f mily likes 
bush tucker

Story and Illustrations by 

Mike In  r  m 

My Family likes Bush Tucker Big Book EMB004 
$49.90
Join the adventure with this Aboriginal boy for a day of collecting 
bush tucker with his family. He learns how to catch fish, forage for 
bush fruit, dig up honey ants, hunt goanna and more.

Indigenous Australian big books

Prices exclude GST. Big book sizes 42cm x 30cm. 16 pages.



Indigenous Australian big books

Let’s Learn about Feelings and Emotions Big Book 
EMB010 $49.90
This big book will help us to learn about our ever-changing 
emotions, so we can deal with them in a positive way. 

Things to do

Things to do before you grow up Big Book EMB044 
$49.90
This book is a bucket list that will inspire kids to get outside and go 
on adventures, sleep under the stars, dress up as pirates, do kid 
things and make some memories they will never forget.

Let’s 
Le  rn

Story and Pictures by 

M  tthew Ingr  m 

How I go to School 

Let’s Learn How I go to School Big Book EMB021 $49.90
Today Ryan is going to school. He’ll make his lunch, pack his school 
bag, learn new things and make new friends. Join Ryan’s exciting 
day at school.

By Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about 

Autism

Let’s Learn about Autism Big Book EMB052 $49.90
Byron, Jackson and Jonny have autism. Byron is very sensitive to 
sound. He loves counting games. Jackson sometimes finds it hard to 
communicate with others. Jonny likes to surf the waves to help feel 
calm. This book will help people to understand kids with autism.

Different is Beautiful Big Book EMB055 $49.90
Different is Beautiful is a fun and educational rhyming big book. Filled 
with brilliant, vibrant images we can discover how different we really 
are. With our different faces, hairstyles, dress, lifestyles, languages 
and hobbies, we are all different and beautiful in our own special way. 
Comes with Principal Michael Buckley’s ‘Teachers’ Notes’. 

By Emmaline Marvig

Friendship 
BIG BOOK

The

The Friendship Big Book EMB040 $49.90
This delightful book shows us how to find the courage to make 
new friends and help those who might be feeling left out. 
Friendship can be found anywhere.

Emotional Fairies Big Book EMB054 $49.90
This big book teaches us about emotions in a fun, creative and 
imaginative way. Fairies are make-believe, but our emotions are very 
real. This book teaches us that to each emotion, there can be an 
opposite one. For example; happy/sad, proud/embarrassed, bored/
excited. Comes with Principal Michael Buckley’s ‘Teachers’ Notes’.

Happy  
Manners

By Mike Ingram

Happy Manners Big Book EMB047 $49.90
Excuse me. Thank you. Please... These are some nice examples of 
good manners which kids will learn about in this big book. They’ll learn to 
be polite, how to behave while other people are talking and much more.

Let’s Learn about Different 

Abilities

By Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about Different Abilities Big Book 
EMB034 $49.90
Everyone is different and has their own unique abilities. Discover 
how all children can accomplish amazing things, as they embrace 
their own wonderful qualities. 

Let’s Learn How to Stop Bullying Big Book EMB017 
$49.90
Nobody should have to be bullied. Let’s learn how to recognise 
different types of bullying and discover that it’s much better to play 
nicely, than to act like a bully.

The Braille Alphabet

Y Z

A B C D E F

G H I J K L

M N O P Q R

S T U V W X

www.ozpublishing.com.au

By Emmaline Marvig

My name is Alice 
and I am blind.

My name is Alice 
and I am blind

My name is Alice
and I am blind

My name is Alice and I am blind Big Book EMB045 
$49.90
Even though I’m blind, my days are much like yours. I can read by 
feeling dots called Braille, I play the piano and my walking cane 
helps me to safely explore. FREE Braille alphabet poster inside.

This is Connie, the confident fairy.

This is Charlotte, the shy fairy. She sometimes finds it hard to talk to others.

She likes telling everyone all about her day.

3
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Black, grey, red and fair, curly, bald even purple hair.

Green eyes.

Eyes with 
makeup.

Slim eyes.

Wide eyes.

Eyes that need
 glasses to see.

Blue eyes. Brown eyes.

Different colour, shape and size, everyone has beautiful eyes.

Gwenith, the grumpy fairy, isn’t having a nice day. She’s in a bad mood!
Say hello to Kelli, the fairy of kindness. She’s giving hugs to everyone.

The world is full of all types of friendly faces.
And colourful clothes from many different places.

4
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Page 7

What is the girl holding in her hands? (Honeycomb)

Why are her hands so shiny?

What colour is honey?

What do you do with honey? )Spread it on bread, on cereal, mix it with milk, put it on...)

Do you think that the girl took the honey out of the behive? Yes/No? Is that a good idea? No. Why 

not? Not safe because bees might sting her. 

Can anyone spot the word “bee” on this page? (Twice)

Can anyone see the word “honey”?

Page 8

Do you think that the girl likes honey? How do you know?

How does the honey get into the jar?

Is it a good idea to lick honey out of the jar?

What does honey taste like?

What could happen if the girl is not careful?

Who can see the word “bees” on this page?

Who can see the word “honey” on the page? (Twice)

Page 9

How many different foods can you see on the table? Let’s list them. Potatoes, pumpkin, strawber-

ries, beetroot, apple, pear, cashews, chestnuts, honeycomb, radishes, carrot, tomato.

Hands up who has eaten - List each food.

How many tomatoes can you see? Lets’s count all the foods.

Which foods are grown under the ground, on the ground, above the ground?

Which is your favourite food?

Which vegetable has been cut in half? Can you see its seeds?

Who can see the word “bees” on this page?

Page 10

What is the girl pointing to?

Why are the bees going away? (Not happy, no flowers, too much pollution)

Do you think that the girl is worried?

Do we need bees?

Who can see the word “honey” on the page? (Twice)

Page 11

Why is the girl planting flowers?

Do you think that she cares about the bees?

Can you name the different coloured flowers? (Yellow, white, pink, purple, gold)

Is the girl planting the flower on the ground or into the ground? How do you know? - Can you spot 

the shovel handle? Watering can spout?

Who has planted flowers in their garden at home?

What do flowers need to keep them alive? (Water)

Can anyone point out the word “bees” on this page? (Twice)

Page 2 

How many bees can you see?

Where do you think the bees are flying?

How many of the bees are flying back to their beehive?

How many of the bees are coming to land on the flowers?

What colour are the flowers?

Does anyone know what the flowers are called? (Marigolds)

What is an insect? Do you know of any other insects that can fly?

Can anyone see the word “bees” in this sentence?

Page 3

Does anyone know what our planet is called?

What are the two girls doing in the garden?

Can you see any bees?

Do you think that bees would like to be in this garden? Why?

How many flowers can you see?

What colours are the flowers?

Do you like to play with your brothers and sisters in the garden?

Can anyone point out the word “bees” on this page?

Page 4

What do you think those two pointy things sticking out of the bee are called? (Antenna) 

What do you think that a bee’s antennae are used for? (To smell)

What colours are on the bee?

How many legs does a bee have?

Why do you think that the bee has tiny hooks on each of its legs?

Do bees have spots of stripes?

Can you see the hair on the bees body?

Page 5

How many bees can you see? (Lots)

What are they doing? (Making honey)

Where do you think that bees make hives? (in trees)

Do bees look after each other - how do you know? 

Can anyone pick out the word “bees” in the sentence?

Page 6

What is the bee doing in this picture? (Collecting pollen and nector)

What does the bee do with the pollen and nector from the flowers? (Takes it back to the hive to 

help make honey)

Can you see little bits of the flower’s pollen on the bees head?

What colour is the flower? 

Who can point out the word “bees” on this page?

Can anyone see the word “flower” on this page?

By Matthew Ingram 

Different is Beautiful

Teachers’ Notes

Questions and discussion

About the Book

About the Author/Photographer

Different is BeautifulAuthor: Matthew Ingram

ISBN: 978-1-925170-25-2

Published in Australia 2017

Age: Pre-school 

Cover
What do you think this book is about?

What do you know about bees? What do bees do?

Why is the young girl all covered up?

What are the bees doing?

Are bees good? Why?

Can bees hurt you? Who has been stung by a bee?

What is the young girl wearing to keep herself safe from bees?

What happens if you are stung by a bee?

Does the young girl look scared of the bees? How do you know?

Do these bees look happy or angry? Who thinks that this girl is very brave?

What do bees do when they are happy or angry?

Different is Beautiful is a beautiful book that will bring awareness about bees and how 

important they are in sustaining our natural environment. With engaging and vibrant photographs, 

it is a perfect resource for introducing children to the fascinating world of bees. 

Matthew Ingram is a talented writer and photographer from Camden NSW. Let’s Learn about 

Bees was Andrew’s first book he wrote and photographed. 

Teachers’ Notes may be reproduced for use in school 

activities. They may not be redistributed for commercial sale.

Oz Publishing 
 

+61 2 46479840

PO Box 825  
 

ABN: 71 124 959 664

Narellan NSW 2567  
www.ozpublishing.com.au

These notes were created by Michael Buckley. 

Michael has had the privilege of being a primary school 

teacher and principal for over 38 years.

For enquiries please contact: info@ozpublishing.com.au

Teachers’ Notes © 2017 Oz Publishing Pty Ltd. 

All rights reserved. 

By Matthew Ingram 

Different is Beautiful

Page 7

What is the girl holding in her hands? (Honeycomb)

Why are her hands so shiny?

What colour is honey?

What do you do with honey? )Spread it on bread, on cereal, mix it with milk, put it on...)

Do you think that the girl took the honey out of the behive? Yes/No? Is that a good idea? No. Why 

not? Not safe because bees might sting her. 

Can anyone spot the word “bee” on this page? (Twice)

Can anyone see the word “honey”?

Page 8

Do you think that the girl likes honey? How do you know?

How does the honey get into the jar?

Is it a good idea to lick honey out of the jar?

What does honey taste like?

What could happen if the girl is not careful?

Who can see the word “bees” on this page?

Who can see the word “honey” on the page? (Twice)

Page 9

How many different foods can you see on the table? Let’s list them. Potatoes, pumpkin, strawber-

ries, beetroot, apple, pear, cashews, chestnuts, honeycomb, radishes, carrot, tomato.

Hands up who has eaten - List each food.

How many tomatoes can you see? Lets’s count all the foods.

Which foods are grown under the ground, on the ground, above the ground?

Which is your favourite food?

Which vegetable has been cut in half? Can you see its seeds?

Who can see the word “bees” on this page?

Page 10

What is the girl pointing to?

Why are the bees going away? (Not happy, no flowers, too much pollution)

Do you think that the girl is worried?

Do we need bees?

Who can see the word “honey” on the page? (Twice)

Page 11

Why is the girl planting flowers?

Do you think that she cares about the bees?

Can you name the different coloured flowers? (Yellow, white, pink, purple, gold)

Is the girl planting the flower on the ground or into the ground? How do you know? - Can you spot 

the shovel handle? Watering can spout?

Who has planted flowers in their garden at home?

What do flowers need to keep them alive? (Water)

Can anyone point out the word “bees” on this page? (Twice)

Page 2 

How many bees can you see?

Where do you think the bees are flying?

How many of the bees are flying back to their beehive?

How many of the bees are coming to land on the flowers?

What colour are the flowers?

Does anyone know what the flowers are called? (Marigolds)

What is an insect? Do you know of any other insects that can fly?

Can anyone see the word “bees” in this sentence?

Page 3

Does anyone know what our planet is called?

What are the two girls doing in the garden?

Can you see any bees?

Do you think that bees would like to be in this garden? Why?

How many flowers can you see?

What colours are the flowers?

Do you like to play with your brothers and sisters in the garden?

Can anyone point out the word “bees” on this page?

Page 4

What do you think those two pointy things sticking out of the bee are called? (Antenna) 

What do you think that a bee’s antennae are used for? (To smell)

What colours are on the bee?

How many legs does a bee have?

Why do you think that the bee has tiny hooks on each of its legs?

Do bees have spots of stripes?

Can you see the hair on the bees body?

Page 5

How many bees can you see? (Lots)

What are they doing? (Making honey)

Where do you think that bees make hives? (in trees)

Do bees look after each other - how do you know? 

Can anyone pick out the word “bees” in the sentence?

Page 6

What is the bee doing in this picture? (Collecting pollen and nector)

What does the bee do with the pollen and nector from the flowers? (Takes it back to the hive to 

help make honey)

Can you see little bits of the flower’s pollen on the bees head?

What colour is the flower? 

Who can point out the word “bees” on this page?

Can anyone see the word “flower” on this page?

Alfred Bennett

Teachers’ Notes

Questions and discussion

About the Book

About the Author/Photographer

Emotional FairiesAuthor: Alfred Bennett

Illistrator: Alfred Bennett

ISBN: 978-1-925170-25-2

Published in Australia 2017

Age: Pre-school 

Cover
What do you think this book is about?

What do you know about bees? What do bees do?

Why is the young girl all covered up?

What are the bees doing?

Are bees good? Why?

Can bees hurt you? Who has been stung by a bee?

What is the young girl wearing to keep herself safe from bees?

What happens if you are stung by a bee?

Does the young girl look scared of the bees? How do you know?

Do these bees look happy or angry? Who thinks that this girl is very brave?

What do bees do when they are happy or angry?

Emotional Fairies is a beautiful book that will bring awareness about bees and how 

important they are in sustaining our natural environment. With engaging and vibrant photographs, 

it is a perfect resource for introducing children to the fascinating world of bees. 

Alfred Bennett is a talented writer and photographer from Camden NSW. Let’s Learn about Bees 

was Andrew’s first book he wrote and photographed. 

Teachers’ Notes may be reproduced for use in school 

activities. They may not be redistributed for commercial sale.

Oz Publishing 
 

+61 2 46479840

PO Box 825  
 

ABN: 71 124 959 664

Narellan NSW 2567  
www.ozpublishing.com.au

These notes were created by Michael Buckley. 

Michael has had the privilege of being a primary school 

teacher and principal for over 38 years.

For enquiries please contact: info@ozpublishing.com.au

Teachers’ Notes © 2017 Oz Publishing Pty Ltd. 

All rights reserved. 

By Matthew Ingram 

Different is Beautiful

Alfred 
Bennett

 WHERE TO ORDER:   TEL (02) 4647 9840   I   www.ozpublishing.com.au

Belonging, being, becoming big books

$19.90 
flat rate 
shipping



Ugly Duckling
The 

Alfred Bennett

By Alfred Bennett

The Ugly Duckling Big Book EMB060 $49.90 
In this heart-felt fairy tale, one duckling is born a little different from his 
siblings and is picked-on everywhere he goes. He will need to discover 
himself before he can find happiness. This big book teaches children 
that we are all different. Some may also relate to how this duckling is 
treated, allowing for discussions on the concept of bullying. 

Rumpelstiltskin Big Book EMB068 $49.90
In this story, a father tells lies about how his son can spin gold out of 
straw. He tells these lies to make himself seem rich and important, 
causing his son to become captured by a greedy King. This book 
teaches children about the wrongful concepts of greed, lying, vanity 
and showing off, and that we can always admit if we lie and do the 
right thing. 

Little  
Red Hen

The 

Alfred Bennett

By Alfred Bennett

& theBeast
Beauty

The Three Billy Goats Gruff Big Book EMB057 $49.90 
In this fairy tale, a family of goats see that the grass is greener on 
the other side of the bridge. When they each try to cross, a greedy 
troll tries to eat them. This big book is a great resource to teach 
children about the concepts of greed, ownership and ‘the grass is 
greener on the other side’, an interesting topic for discussion. 

Peter Pan Big Book EMB065 $49.90
Peter Pan has so many happy themes woven into it, including 
simply, thinking happy thoughts! Peter Pan teaches us to follow our 
imagination. We can always grow up later, but for now, let’s imagine 
pirate adventures, mermaids and flying with fairy dust. This big book 
brings the colourful world of Neverland to life with beautiful, happy 
artwork. 

Gingerbread
The 

Alfred Bennett
Man

Snow Queen
By Alfred Bennett

The

The Gingerbread Man Big Book EMB061 $49.90
In this modern version of a fun fairy tale, an old man decides to bake 
some gingerbread for his wife. When the gingerbread man comes to 
life, he runs away because he does not want to be eaten. This big 
book is about belonging, trust, stranger-danger and the ending is 
open for interpretation and discussion. 

The Snow Queen Big Book EMB069 $49.90
This fairy tale big book is all about friendship, emotions and 
forgiveness. Three children play together. When one child gets left 
out, she becomes jealous and angry and turns into the Ice Queen. 
This resource teaches children that even though we can all say and 
feel mean things, we can always say sorry and we can always forgive. 

Alfred Bennett

Little Red 
Riding Hood

By Alfred Bennett
Rapunzel

Little Red Riding Hood Big Book EMB062 $49.90
Little Red Riding Hood learns the consequences of ignoring her 
mother’s advice and the dangers of talking to strangers. In this book, 
there is no gruesome ending to any of the characters. Instead, the 
wolf is punished in an appropriate way. This is a great resource for 
teaching children about advice, stranger-danger and more.

Rapunzel Big Book EMB070  $49.90
This popular fairy tale introduces to children, the wrongful concepts 
of stealing and lying. Rapunzel’s fake mother, Gothel, tells her she 
can’t leave her tower because the world is evil. This book teaches 
children that the world outside is not all evil and that there are 
wonderful things to discover, like new places and friendships.

Three Little Pigs
The 

Alfred Bennett

Snow White
and the seven dwarfs

By Alfred Bennett

Three 
Billy Goats 

Gruff

Alfred Bennett

The 

Peter Pan
By Alfred Bennett

“Who is that, Tip-tapping on my bridge?” boomed a voice from below. “I eat billy goats who try to cross my bridge,”  said the troll.

“Eww, you don’t want to eat me, I’m too skinny and bony,” replied the little billy goat.

Then, up poked the head of a scary troll!

One night, while Wendy, Michael and John were asleep, a boy came into their room.
The children woke up when they heard all the noise “who are you?” asked Wendy.

“I am Peter Pan” the boy replied, “could you please help me reattach my shadow?”

Wendy helped Peter by sewing his shadow back to his shoe.

He’d 
lost his 

shadow 
and he 

wanted 
it back!

She found the other animals lying in the afternoon sun. It looked relaxing! “Who will help me cut the wheat?”

“Not I,” snored the pig and went back to sleep in 
his mud.

“Not I,” purred the cat and went back to sleep on her mound.

The dog didn’t  even say anything!

Once upon a time, there was a girl called Beauty. She lived with her father. They didn’t have much money, but they loved each other very much.

Along the way, 
he got lost and 

ended up at 
a mysterious 

castle.

One day, Beauty’s father left for the market, to try and sell some toys.

“Then I’ll huff... 

The big bad dingo blew the house of straw away into the wind!

... and I’ll  blow your house in!”

The big bad dingo blew the house of 

straw away, into the wind.

... and I’ll puff... 

Once upon a time, there was queen who looked very beautiful.

She didn’t care about anything, except for the way she looked.

The queen had a magic mirror. Every day, she would ask the mirror:

“Magic mirror 
on the wall,  

who is the 
fairest 
one of 
all?”

“You are” it would reply, every time.

Then, the 
biggest billy 

goat charged 
straight across 

the bridge...

... and the greedy troll fell off and CRASHED into the river with a 
SPLASH! 

“Who is that, CLUMP-CLOMPING on my br-br-bridge?” stammered the troll. 
For when it 

saw the size of the biggest billy goat, the troll was terrified!  This 
goat was far 

too big to 
eat.

Together, they all flew out the window... Pirates shot at them with a cannon, causing Wendy to fall into the jungle!

... and made it to find Neverland.

“If no one will help me, I will cut the wheat and take it to the mill myself.”

So she woke up early to  cut all the wheat in the field... ... and then carried it all the way to the mill...

When Beauty got back home, she still felt sad. She realised that she missed the Beast.
So Beauty galloped back to the castle as fast as she could!

So she looked into her enchanted mirror so that she could see him. She saw that he was 
hurt and sad!

The big bad dingo kept huffing and puffing, until he could huff and puff no more.

The next day, Peter and Paul began building new houses out of bricks...

... and Penny made a few alterations to her own house!

He eventually lost interest and slunk away, hungrier than ever.

Not far from there, seven dwarfs were working in a gold mine. They were all very different from each other.

When they got home, they found Snow White in their house, asleep in one of their beds!

She apologised for letting herself in, eating their food and sleeping ian their bed. Such a polite, kind girl, the dwarfs said she could stay with them as part of their family.

Once upon a time in the beautiful countryside, there was a mother duck.

She sat on her five eggs and patiently waited for them to hatch.
The fifth duckling was a bit strange.  It was an ugly duckling!

One by one, her ducklings hatched. 

One

Two

Three

Four

Five.

Once upon a time, there was a father and son. They were very poor. One day, the father started telling people that he was rich and important, and that his son could make gold out of weaving straw.

The King was walking by and heard the man showing off.

The old man placed the gingerbread 
man in the oven, to bake.

When he opened the oven, the gingerbread man jumped out!

“No, you can’t eat me, I’m the gingerbread man!” he shouted.

One day, Lila became so angry that she turned into a wicked snow queen.

A strange, cold snow fell and turned the beautiful, warm weather to winter.

She blew some magic snow onto Kai’s face, making him jealous and angry, just like her.

Kai changed. He said mean things to Gerde.

Then, kai left with the snow queen up the mountains, to live in her ice palace.

It was a wolf! “Hello little girl,” he chuffed.  “What are you doing in the forest?”

“I’m going to 
my Nanna’s 

house,” she said, 
“but I’m not 

supposed to talk to strangers.”

Little Red Riding Hood quickly walked away from the strange wolf.

Secretly, the wolf decided that he wanted to eat poor Little Red Riding Hood.

One day, a boy 
was foraging 
in the woods 

when he heard 
a beautiful but 

sad singing 
voice. 

Then, he saw Gothel return from somewhere. “Rapunzel, let down your hair” she called. Then she climbed up.

He followed the sound and found the girl, singing from her high tower.

He waddled 
for a long time and met many different kinds 

of birds... 

Months passed by and the ugly duckling got bigger and grew up. 

He even changed colour! His feathers darkened and his bill turned red.

... but none of them wanted to know the poor, ugly duckling.

The next morning, the King came in with a big smile. His servants collected all the coins, then brought in two more bails of straw.

The boy tried to turn the straw into gold just as the goblin did, but it didn’t work. 

Just as he was about to give up, the goblin appeared again “I could do that for you”  it said “in exchange for your socks”.

“You have until morning” he said, then slammed the door.

Then, a pony saw the gingerbread man run past and got a whiff of his yummy scent. So she joined the chase too!

The gingerbread man laughed,  “Run, run as fast as you can. You can’t catch me, I’m the gingerbread man!”

Gerde knew that Kai didn’t mean the things he said. So she packed her bag  with some lunch, a mirror and a rose.

She set off to find the ice palace and bring her friend back home.

The wolf knew where Nanna’s house was. He even knew a short-cut and he got there first, the sneaky wolf.

He climbed in through the window...
... tied up Nanna and then hid her in the cupboard!

The Wolf put on Nanna’s pyjamas and hopped into her bed, where he waited for Little Red Riding Hood to arrive.

The boy waited until the next day when Gothel left to go somewhere.
“Rapunzel, let 

down your hair” he called and he 
climbed up the 
tower to meet 

her.

Rapunzel remembered Gothel’s warning, that all people were evil. She was scared of the boy, at first... 

... but then she realised that he was not evil at all. He was kind and just wanted a friend, as she did.

The Little Red Hen Big Book EMB058 $49.90 
In this outback-themed version of a classic fairy tale, children will 
learn of the hard-working, little red hen who undertook a great task – 
to create bread with only a tiny seed. This fairy tale big book teaches 
children important lessons not only about the rewards of hard work, 
but also of helping others in need and about how bread is made. 

Beauty and the Beast Big Book EMB066 $49.90
This fairy tale is all about accepting people for who they are, even if 
they are different to you. To some people, the Beast is hideous and 
scary. But when Beauty gets to know him, she begins to love him 
for his kind soul. Children can also learn about possessions in this 
big book, and that we shouldn’t touch other people’s things without 
permission. 

The Three Little Pigs Big Book EMB059 $49.90
This is the tale of three pigs who each build a house; one of straw, 
one of sticks and one of bricks. Everything seems fine in this 
Australian-themed tale, until an uninvited guest arrives – the big 
bad dingo! This big book will teach children that hard work and 
dedication pay off. It has been written with no violent ending to the 
characters. 

The Snow White and the seven dwarfs Big Book 
EMB067 $49.90
In this fairy tale, Snow White learns all about the importance of family. 
With a wicked, jealous queen trying to get rid of her, it is the dwarfs, 
her new family, who are there for her. This big book will teach children 
about real love - the kind that is on the inside, and that it is not 
important how we look in the mirror. 

Fairy Tale big books

Prices exclude GST. Big book sizes 42cm x 30cm. 16 pages.
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Indigenous Small Book Pack SBP001 $149.90
This set of 6 indigenous small books includes a wonderful range of illustrated and 
photographic books. From the beautiful indigenous people of the Torres Strait, to the 
different kinds of bush tucker found in the Australian mainland, to mesmerising indigenous 
artworks featuring Australian animals, birds and Dreamtime stories, this pack is bursting with 
indigenous Australian culture. This small book pack includes 6 titles, each 29.7cm x 21cm 
with 16 pages. Individual titles not sold separately.

Fairy Tales Small Book Pack SBP002 $149.90
This set of 6 Fairy Tale small books includes some of the most iconic tales from all of our 
childhoods. It features re-imaginings from some of our favourite cartoon movies, including 
Peter Pan, Snow White, Beauty and the Beast, Rumplestiltskin and Rapunzel. These books 
teach valuable themes and lessons, covering everything from friendship, emotions, honesty, 
forgiveness, family, imagination, love and much more. This small book pack includes 6 titles, 
each 29.7cm x 21cm with 16 pages. Individual titles not sold separately.

Small book packs

We’ve turned some of our best big books into small books! Available in packs of 6, 
hand them out to the children for reading time, or let them follow along with you 

to the big book version. They also make excellent home readers!

and the
Jack

Gumnut Stalk

By Alfred Bennett

Goldilocks and the Three Koalas Big Book EMB075 
$49.90
This is the classic story of Goldilocks and the three bears, but with 
an Australian twist - instead of bears, Goldilocks enters the tree 
house of three koalas. This big book teaches us about respecting 
the possessions of others. We see Goldilocks invite herself into the 
Koalas’ house, eat their food, use their furniture and even break 
some things. In the end, this book asks us “what did Goldilocks do 
wrong?” So we can discuss together, what she did wrong, whether 
she should have apologised and how she could have handled the 
whole thing differently. 

By Alfred Bennett

in the bush
andGretelHansel

and the
Goldilocks

Three Koalas
By Alfred Bennett

Once upon a time, there was a girl called Goldilocks. 

One day, she was out on a bush walk, when she came across a tree house. 

She was getting a bit hungry and a bit tired, so she peered through the door, to see if anyone was home.

No one was home, so she let herself in.

Of course Jack accepted the gumnuts. Who wouldn’t want some magic seeds? He ran home to tell his mum all about them.

“Mum,” called Jack, excitedly, “I traded Betsy for some magic gumnuts. We’re going to be rich!”

“These gumnuts will make you super rich,”  he said.

Along the way, Jack met an 
old swagman.  He offered 
to buy Betsy the cow, in 
exchange for some magic 
gumnuts. 

Hansel and Gretel were very clever, though. Before leaving for their adventures, Hansel would fill his pockets with white pebbles and drop one every now and then, making a trail.

That way, if they ever got lost, they could follow the pebbles back home. At night, the white pebbles would glow under the moonlight.

Then, she tasted the last one. “Mmm, this porridge is just right,” she said, and she ate it all up.

After eating the porridge, Goldilocks thought she might like to sit and read a book. She found in the lounge room, three chairs. 

She sat down in the big one first. “This chair is too big,” she said.

When he got to the top, Jack found a great big shed, nestled in the clouds.
Inside the shed was a huge, slumbering giant, snoring away. 

Next to the giant was a beautiful gold harp, playing music all by itself. On the other side of the giant was a cuddly little hen, laying lots of solid, gold eggs. 

One day, the kids had run out of pebbles to use. So Hansel grabbed a piece of bread instead. 
Hansel and Gretel didn’t realise that animals love to eat bread crumbs! 

Kangaroos showed up and ate all the bread crumbs, until the path was gone.

Hansel and Gretel set off on a new adventure, this time dropping bread crumbs to make their path, instead of pebbles.

Jack and the Gumnut Stalk Big Book EMB076 $49.90
Jack meets a Swagman who gives him some magic gumnuts. They 
grow into an enormous eucalyptus which Jack climbs up to find a 
big shed in the clouds, with a sleeping giant inside. In the original 
story, Jack steals the giant’s things and then kills him! In this version, 
there is no violence. Instead, Jack does the right thing and gives 
back the giant’s things – a magic harp and a chicken, which happen 
to be the giant’s only friends. When Jack apologises and goes 
home, the giant shows his gratitude. This big book teaches us about 
possessions, doing the right thing, apologies, forgiveness, gratitude, 
and friendship.

Hansel and Gretel in the bush Big Book EMB077 $49.90
This is the story of two very resourceful young children – a brother 
and sister, who love to go on adventures together. They come up 
with clever ways to stay safe in the bush, but accidentally get lost. 
They meet a stranger who traps them and tries to make them eat 
unhealthy food, to fatten them up. The clever children only eat a little 
bit of unhealthy food, then escape and find their way home. This 
book is all about being resourceful, staying safe, stranger danger and 
even has a moral about eating ‘sometimes food’. It also emphasises 
the importance of family and friendship. 

Outback Fairy Tale big books

 WHERE TO ORDER:   TEL (02) 4647 9840   I   www.ozpublishing.com.au

“In the morning, Jack 
woke up to see that 
the magic gumnuts 

had grown into some 
kind of enormous, 
eucalyptus plant.  

It twisted and tangled, 
up into the sky.”

NEW NEW NEW



Transport, emergency, construction big books

Let’s Learn about Families Big Book EMB018 $49.90
Some families have two Dads, some have pets and sometimes 
Mum and Dad come from different countries. This big book is all 
about different types of families.

Let’s Learn about

Children of the World

Matthew Ingram
Story and Pictures by

Let’s Learn about Children of the World Big Book 
EMB030 $49.90
This big book is filled with colourful photos of children from all 
around the world. Learn how to say ‘hello’ in different languages of 
the world.

When I Grow Up Big Book EMB012 $49.90
What do you want to be when you grow up? A fire fighter, a farmer or perhaps a chef? A fun book 
all about occupations. In the end, this book asks us “what do you want to be when you grow up?”

Where are you
from?

Written and Illustrated 
by Emmaline Marvig

Where are you from? Big Book EMB001 $49.90
Let’s all sit and learn about different cultures and wonderful countries 
from around the world. Includes wonderful scenes from Italy, France, 
China, Japan, South Africa and more! 

We are from 
Australia...

Come and join our barbecue.

We are from 
Lebanon...

Our food tastes 
yummy.

We are from 
Japan...

A place of beauty and technology.

Celebrations of the World Big Book EMB007 
$49.90  
A lovely book on celebrations from all over the world including 
China, Ireland, Australia, Lebanon, Spain, India and more.

3

2

Holi Festival 
of India.

We welcome Spring and celebrate the new life  and energy of the season.

Coloured powder and die all around.

A Hindu festival of fun and friendship.

Yee Peng Lantern Festival of Thailand.
Floating rice paper lanterns light up the night sky.

Chanting Monks, 
gifts and meditation.

Celebrating the full 
moon of November.4

5

By Matthew Ingram 

Festivals 
of the World

Festivals of the World Big Book EMB072 $49.90
Let’s explore some of the wonderful festivals from around the 
world. From rice paper lanterns in Thailand, to colourful powder in 
the air of India, to corroboree dance and family feasts in Australia, 
this vibrant and cultural big book will leave you in wonder of our 
beautiful and varied festivals of the world.

Kia Ora! We are Maori people. Kia Ora is the Maori way to say hello. 

Another way we like to greet someone is by pressing our noses together. This is called Hongi.

Tattoos, or Moko, are an important part of Maori culture. Our Moko tell different stories about us.

The art of Maori wood carving is called Whakairo.

This man takes great care to carve very fine details into his wooden carvings.
By Matthew Ingram

MAORI PEOPLE
Discovering

Discovering Maori People Big Book EMB073 $49.90
Kia ora, this big book is all about the beautiful Maori culture. 
From amazing art like Whakairo wood carving, Moko face tattoos, 
welcoming ceremonies to Maori greetings and phrases, this big 
book explores traditional Moari culture and how it is practiced today.

Multicultural big books

Prices exclude GST. Big book sizes 42cm x 30cm. 16 pages.

Let’s 
Le  rn

Story and Pictures by

M  tthew Ingr  m 

  bout Emer  ency Services

Let’s Learn about Emergency Services Big Book 
EMB025 $49.90
Learn about each Emergency Service including the Fire Brigade, 
Police Force, Ambulance Service, Royal Flying Doctors, Surf Life 
Savers and the SES.

Let’s Learn about

Diggers and Dozers

By Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about Diggers and Dozers Big Book 
EMB050 $49.90
Have you ever wondered how these rattling machines work, or seen 
the view from inside one? Get up close to a range of machines, from 
gigantic mining excavators to mini diggers.

Sustainable
TRANSPORT
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A bicycle makes no pollution and is a fun way to travel and exercise as well. 

A motorbike makes much less pollution then a car.

Some cars are even powered by solar panels on their roof.

Some cars have electric motors. These cars create very little pollution.
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This aeroplane needs lots of fuel to power its 
big jet engines. 

Did you know that planes are one of the biggest causes of pollution!

This truck produces a very large amount of pollution from it’s smelly exhaust pipes.8
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Sustainable Transport Big Book EMB071 $49.90
Transport is a great way to move from one place to another. However, 
some methods of transport can produce harmful pollution. Let’s take 
a look at the many modes of transport and consider how they impact 
our planet, so that we can make a smarter choice when travelling.

“When I grow up,  
I want to be a builder. 
Builders use tools to 

make buildings, like the 
houses we live in.”



Let’s 
Le  rn

Story and Pictures by 
M  tthew Ingr  m 

 bout the Universe

Let’s Learn about the Universe Big Book EMB026 
$49.90
The Universe is vast and wondrous. Learn about how the Moon 
makes waves and how everything in the Universe works together in 
perfect harmony.

Let’s Learn about 

Insects

By Matthew Ingram

Let’s Learn about Insects Big Book EMB049 $49.90
Kids love insects! Let’s go on an insect hunt and learn all about 
these buzzing, humming creatures. Did you know that an ant can 
carry 20 times its own weight? This fun big book of beautiful bugs 
will teach and inspire the insect-lover in us all. 

Sea Creatures
Let’s

 Learn about

by Mike and Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about Sea Creatures Big Book EMB031 
$49.90
This book takes us on a journey into our mysterious ocean. Learn 
about whales, dolphins, dugongs, sharks, creatures of the deep and 
much more. 

By Matthew Ingram

Let’s Le  rn
bout where our food comes from 

Story and Pictures by 

M  tthew Ingr  m 

Let’s Learn about Technology Big Book EMB051 
$49.90
Technology is all around us and is always changing. This big book 
will introduce kids to simple electrical circuits and robotics, engines 
and everything ‘technology’. It may just spark the next big invention!

Let’s Learn about where our food comes from  
Big Book EMB022 $49.90
Let’s learn about how bread is made, where milk comes from, what 
makes honey and more. 
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By Mike Ingram

What can you Hear? Big Book EMB036 $49.90
Read, look and listen along with this interactive big book all about 
sounds. Each page has a special environment with a unique set of 
sounds that you can hear on the CD. 

DINOSAUR
The

Big Book 

By Michaelosaurus

The Dinosaur Big Book EMB032 $49.90  
This photo-realistic big book will fascinate every young scientist 
and teach them all about some of their favourite dinosaurs, 
including Triceratops, T-rex, Stegosaurus, Allosaurus, Pteranodon, 
Velociraptor and more. 

By Mike Ingram 

How many bugs are in the garden? Big Book EMB027 
$49.90
Kids will have fun counting bugs from one to ten in this colourful 
rhyming book. Kids can also find other bugs hiding in all the gardens 
throughout this book. 20 pages.

By Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about

Mums and 

babies

Let’s Learn about Mums and Babies Big Book EMB043 
$49.90 
There’s nothing quite like the bond between a mother and her baby. 
Some mothers carry babies on their backs, some lay eggs and 
others shield their babies under their wings. 

Land of the

By Michaelosaurus

The Ice Age Big Book EMB053 $49.90 
Inside you will learn about mammoths, woolly rhinos, Neanderthal, 
enormous birds and of course, sabre-toothed cats. This book even 
has some Australian Ice Age creatures like car-sized wombats and 
the fearsome marsupial lion. Play the CD to experience the roars 
and grunts of these strange ice age inhabitants.

Land of the Dinosaurs Medium Book EMB056 $39.90 
With over 30 prehistoric animals, this book is the quintessential 
dinosaur book. It has all your favourites as well as some strange 
creatures you’ve never heard of. Great for different ages, this book has 
large text on each page, or you can zoom in and read the smaller text 
to learn more about each animal. Play the CD and listen to the sounds 
of dinosaurs in this 32 page book. 33cm x 23cm. 

The

DINOSAUR
AUSTRALIAN

Big Book 

By Michaelosaurus

The Australian Dinosaur Big Book EMB041 $49.90  
How much do you know about Aussie dinosaurs? This photo-
realistic big book is a great way to amaze kids about dinos Down 
Under. Includes huge roll-out page and audio CD with Australian 
dinosaur sounds to play while reading the book.
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Some dinosaurs grew so enormous, they weren’t afraid of carnivores.

      Argentinosaurus  (AR-jen-TEEN-oh-SORE-us) This was one of the biggest animals to ever stomp  
the earth. It weighed as much as 20 elephants put together.  

Its long neck made it easy to eat the leaves off the tallest trees. 

Carnotaurus (CAR-no-TORE-us) Carnotaurus was a large predator, but probably not large 
enough to hunt massive dinosaurs like Argentinosaurus. 
Its arms were tiny but its legs were very long, making 
Carnotaurus one of the fastest dinosaurs for its size. 

Saltasaurus (SALT-ah-SORE-us) Saltasaurus was small compared to Argentinosaurus, 
but at over twelve metres long, this was still a very big 
animal. It had large, armoured plates running down its 
back which kept it safer from brutes like Carnotaurus.14

15

Some dinosaurs had horns or armoured plates to protect themselves from carnivores. 

Triceratops (try-SEH-rah-tops)This dinosaur had three sharp horns and a bony frill on its head 
to protect itself from carnivores. This made Triceratops a mighty 
herbivore who was very dangerous when threatened.

Ankylosaurus (ANK-ill-oh-SORE-us)Even though this dinosaur was unintelligent due to its small brain, it was 
well-protected from carnivores. It had thick armour, strong spikes and a 
heavy club on its tail that could break the legs of attacking predators.

12

13

Prehistoric humans lived during the Ice Age. They could make fire, tools and clothes.
They also painted artworks on walls and in caves.

Neanderthal (nee-AND-er-THOL)Neanderthals are the closest relatives to modern humans. Also called ‘Cavemen’,  

they were intelligent enough to make tools and weapons from stone, wood and bone. 

They created spears and invented a bone needle to sew clothes together which were 

made from animal skin. They could even cook meat and vegetables on their fire.

10

11

It wasn’t always freezing during the Ice Age.  In Australia, the climate was similar to what it is today.

12

13

Dromornis (dro-MORN-iss), the Thunder Bird
This was one of the biggest birds to ever exist. If it was inside your house, its head would 

touch the ceiling. Dromornis was  a flightless bird. It was huge, heavy and had tiny wings. 

Nobody knows if this bird was a vegetarian or a meat-eater. What do you think?

Quinkana (kwin-KAH- nah)This reptile was one of the scariest Ice Age predators in Australia. It was a land 

crocodile that would run after other animals and grab onto them with its sharp teeth. 

Quinkana was a very deadly monster!

Science, nature, discovery big books

 WHERE TO ORDER:   TEL (02) 4647 9840   I   www.ozpublishing.com.au



about RecyclingLet’s 
Learn

Story and Pictures by 

Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about Recycling Big Book EMB003 $49.90
Let’s learn how to recycle at school and at home. A big book filled 
with tips and inspiration on how to recycle. It also talks about different 
kinds of waste, from rubbish, compost, recycling and more.

By Andrew Ingram 

Let’s Learn
about

Let’s Learn about Bees Big Book EMB046 $49.90  
Bees help plants grow and are responsible for many  
of the foods we love to eat every day, including healthy, sticky, 
delicious honey. If we don’t learn to protect our bees, our beautiful 
way of life could be very different. 

Compost

By Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about

Compost

Let’s Learn about Compost Big Book EMB038 $49.90
This big book shows us how to compost veggie scraps, tea bags, 
paper, leaves and more. It has everything we need to know about 
compost! 

Story and Illustrations by 

Mike Ingram 

Recycling is Fun

Recycling is Fun

Recycling
is fun

Recycling is Fun Big Book EMB023 $49.90
The little girl in this big book shows us all some fun recycling ideas 
that kids will love to try, like how to reuse empty bottles, make 
recycled paper and even make a toy rabbit out of old gloves!

Story and Illustrations by 

Emmaline Marvig

Saving Water

Saving Water Big Book EMB020 $49.90
Australia is one of the driest places on the planet. We must learn 
that saving water is a vital part of living sustainably. This big book 
will teach and inspire us all to conserve water, by having shorter 
showers, fixing dripping taps, using tank water and much more. 

Frogs lay lots of eggs in the water.

Water is precious. When it rains, everything grows.
Sometimes it doesn’t rain for a long time. This is called a drought. 

3

2

So how can we save water? There are lots of ways. If we find a leaking tap, we could ask a grown up to fix it.

We can have shorter showers.

7

6

Let’s 
Le  rn

Story and Pictures by 

M  tthew Ingr  m 

  bout Sust  in  ble Living

Let’s Learn about Sustainable Living Big Book 
EMB005 $49.90
Keeping the lights switched off, growing our own food, solar power, 
let’s learn about living sustainably so that our planet can stay healthy 
and beautiful for our future generations.

Our Wriggly Worm Farm Big Book EMB008 $49.90
Did you know that worms can eat vacuum dust, hair, newspaper 
and potato skins? An educational and fun big book all about worm 
farms. Learn how to keep a worm farm and how it can help look 
after our environment. 

How we can Reduce Pollution Big Book EMB016 
$49.90
This big book will inspire us all to work together on ways to reduce 
pollution, and make our planet cleaner and healthier.

Let’s 
Le  rn

Story and Pictures by 

M  tthew Ingr  m 

about Vegetable Gardens

Let’s Learn about Vegetable Gardens Big Book 
EMB013 $49.90
A big book filled with exciting and interesting ideas, teaching children 
how to grow their own veggies.

Story and Illustrations by 

Emmaline Marvig 

Sustainable
Farm

Our

Our Sustainable Farm Big Book EMB024 $49.90
On our sustainable farm, we milk our own goats to make cheese, our 
solar panels create clean energy and we have alpacas to shear their 
soft, silky fleece to make nice organic clothes! This cute big book 
looks at some different ways of sustainable living.

Let’s 
Le  rn

Story and Pictures by 

M  tthew Ingr  m 

  bout where the Rubbish Goes

Let’s Learn about where the Rubbish Goes Big Book 
EMB014 $49.90
Let’s learn about where the rubbish goes and how we can all 
reduce waste, to keep Australia clean. Otherwise, all our rubbish 
will just get dumped in a hole in the ground.

By Emmaline Marvig

How Seeds Grow Big Book EMB033 $49.90
This beautifully illustrated big book shows us how seeds 
germinate and how we can nurture them as they grow into plants 
and trees. It’s important for our children to learn how to plant 
trees, to help keep our earth’s air clean and unpolluted.

Sustainable living big books

Prices exclude GST. Big book sizes 42cm x 30cm. 16 pages.



The Alphabet Big Book

Bb

Cc

Aa

Mike Ingram

The Alphabet Big Book EMB074 $49.90
In The Alphabet Big Book, each letter comes with an 
accompanying sentence, alliteration and descriptive picture. 
Each letter is highly educational and teaches something valuable 
about the world we live in. For example; Bb - Banksias, burnt by 
bushfire. Cc - Chameleons change colour to camouflage. 

Pp

Qq

RrPetrol produces pollution.

Quiche quarters.

Reduce reuse, recycle.

Slithering snakes shed their skin.
Ss

Xx X-Ray of Xiongguanlong.

Yummy yellow egg yolk.

Zebras live in 
Zimbabwe.

Yy

Zz

By Mike Ingram 

How many bugs are in the garden? Big Book 
EMB027 $49.90
Kids will have fun counting bugs from one to ten in this 
colourful rhyming book. Kids can also find other bugs 
hiding in all the gardens throughout this book. 20 pages.

Health and wellbeing big books

Let’s
Learn 

about Allergies

Matthew Ingram
Story and Pictures by

Let’s Learn about Allergies Big Book EMB029 $49.90
Pollen, nuts, dairy, animals and other things can all cause allergies. 
In this big book, you will discover what having an allergy means, 
what causes them and what to do if a child does have an allergic 
reaction. 

By Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about

Exercise

Let’s Learn about Exercise Big Book EMB039 $49.90
This big book teaches us what exercise is and talks about some different 
ways to exercise, including swimming, yoga, rock climbing, dancing, 
playing soccer and more. 

Let’s Learn about Eating Healthy Big Book EMB006 
$49.90
Let’s learn how to live a healthy and happy life, by choosing the 
right foods and being active throughout the day.

Leg
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(bones)
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Hand
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Teeth

Mouth
Nose

Head
Eye

Neck

Elbow
Muscle

Small  
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StomachHeart
Lungs
Liver

Foot

Toes

Knee

Ankle

This is my He lthy Body

www.ozpublishing.com.auThis  
is my  

He lthy 
Body

By Mike Ingr m 

This is my Healthy Body Big Book EMB028 $49.90
This book will teach kids about the human body and how to look after it. 
They’ll learn about different body parts and organs, and have a head-
start in growing happy, healthy bodies. FREE anatomy poster inside. 

By Emmaline Marvig

The Teeth Big Book EMB035 $49.90
Learn how to look after your teeth, what foods are good or bad for 
them, what happens when your baby teeth fall out and that visiting 
the dentist isn’t all that scary.

Let’s Learn about Safety Big Book EMB009 $49.90
Road safety, sun safety, fire safety and more, this book teaches 
us about staying safe. Sometimes, accidents can happen. Let’s 
learn about being safe so we can reduce the risks of getting hurt. 

A Frog’s Life Cycle Big Book EMB015 $49.90
How does a tadpole become a frog? This realistic and factual big 
book will fascinate you as a frog’s life cycle unfolds.

Bree Becomes a Butterfly Big Book EMB011 $49.90
Enjoy the life cycle of Bree, the tiny caterpillar who wanted to be a 
butterfly in this sweet, rhyming tale.

Life cycle  
big books

Numbers and Letters big books

 WHERE TO ORDER:   TEL (02) 4647 9840   I   www.ozpublishing.com.au



Alfred 
Bennett

Let’s Learn about Different 

Abilities

By Matthew Ingram 
By Matthew Ingram 

Different is Beautiful

By Emmaline Marvig

Friendship 
BIG BOOK

The

$299.40 $279.00 EMB020S Belonging, being, becoming value pack of 6 big books

$299.40 $279.00 EMB022S Multicultural value pack of 6 big books 

$399.20 $369.90 EMB018S Indigenous value pack of 8 big books 

$399.20 $369.90 EMB021S Sustainable value pack of 8 big books 

Let’s Learn about

Children of the World

Matthew Ingram
Story and Pictures by

By Matthew Ingram 

Festivals 
of the World Where are you

from?

Written and Illustrated 
by Emmaline Marvig

Prices exclude GST. Big book sizes 42cm x 30cm. 16 pages.
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By Andrew Ingram 
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Story and Illustrations by 

Emmaline Marvig

Saving Water

Big Book value packs

By Mike Ingram

Birds 
around the 
Billabong

By Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about the

Torres Strait Islands   bout Bush TuckerLet’s 
Le  rn

Written by 

M  tthew Ingr  m 

Australian Animals

By Matthew Ingram 

Let’s Learn about

My f mily likes 
bush tucker

Story and Illustrations by 

Mike In  r  m 
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Big Book value packs

$299.40 $279.00 EMB019S Once upon a Time value pack of 6 big books 

Peter Pan
By Alfred Bennett

By Alfred Bennett

& theBeast
Beauty Snow White

and the seven dwarfs

By Alfred Bennett Snow Queen
By Alfred Bennett

The
By Alfred Bennett

Rapunzel
By Alfred Bennett

$149.70 EMB023S Outback Tales pack of 3 big books + FREE Outback Tales posters

and the
Goldilocks

Three Koalas
By Alfred Bennett

and the
Jack

Gumnut Stalk

By Alfred Bennett

By Alfred Bennett

in the bush
andGretelHansel

$299.40 EMB016S Fairy Tales pack of 6 big books + FREE Emotional Fairy posters

This is Sabrina.  She is the sad fairy.  She has nobody to play with.

Gwenith, the grumpy fairy, isn’t having a nice day.  She’s in a bad mood!

This is Emma, the very excited fairy! She just loves to cuddle puppies.

This is Rara,  the relaxed fairy. She is all tucked into her little bed.

Here is Betty,  the bored fairy. She can’t ever think of anything to do.

This is Harper. She is the happy fairy. She loves to dance wherever she goes.

This is Glenda, the guilty fairy. She took something without asking. She is sorry.

This is Charlotte,  the shy fairy. She sometimes finds it hard to talk to others.

Three 
Billy Goats 

Gruff

Alfred Bennett

The Little  
Red Hen

The 

Alfred Bennett

Three Little Pigs
The 

Alfred Bennett

Ugly Duckling
The 

Alfred Bennett

Gingerbread
The 

Alfred Bennett
Man

Alfred Bennett

Little Red 
Riding Hood

Already own some titles in these value packs? Feel free to jump on the phone 
and ask our friendly staff to swap out one book for a different title!



Australian Animals Poster Pack MJIPK1 $49.90
Includes 12 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Australian Animals Large Poster Pack MJIPK1 $49.90
Includes 12 posters. Size 34cm x 24cm.

FIRE 

A
B

12
3

Families Poster Pack MJIPK27 $49.90
Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Prehistoric Animals large Poster Pack MJIPK3 $49.90
Includes 8 posters. Size 34cm x 24cm.

Food from the World Poster Pack MJIPK23 $39.90
Includes 6 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Farm Poster Pack MJIPK7 $49.90  
Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Aboriginal Art Large Poster Pack MJIPK4 $49.90
Includes 8 posters. Size 34cm x 24cm.

Bush Tucker Poster Pack MJIPK22 $49.90
Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Aboriginal People Poster Pack MJIPK8 $49.90
Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Houses around the World Poster Pack MJIPK26 $39.90
Includes 6 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Abilities Poster Pack MJIPK33 $49.90  
Includes 9 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Sign Language Alphabet

Our educational Poster Packs are perfect for putting up around the classroom. We’ve seen some classrooms with every 
bit of wall-space filled with an Oz Publishing poster! Whether your current topic is about the environment, sustainable 

living, emotions or another subject in the curriculum, you’ll find it in our huge range of posters packs here.

Prices exclude GST. Big book sizes 42cm x 30cm. 16 pages.

Poster packs



Caring for our Planet Poster Pack MJIPK25 $49.90
 Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Universe Poster Pack MJIPK29 $49.90
Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Emotions Poster Pack MJIPK11 $49.90 
Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Allergies Poster Pack MJIPK30 $49.90  
Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Peanut Butter

Pets

Pollen and grass

Wheat

Dust

Nuts 

Eggs

Shellfish

Milk 

Peanut Butter

Pets

Wheat

Dust

Eggs

Shellfish

Milk 

9 causes of allergies.

Published in Australia 2015

www.ozpublishing.com.au

I’m allergic to bees.

Epipen.
Asthma inhaler.

Wash your hands.
Don’t bring nuts to school.

Don’t share drink bottles.

I’m allergic to nuts.

Sustainable Living Poster Pack MJIPK24 $49.90
Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Recycling Poster Pack MJIPK21 $49.90   
Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Recycling

Kids of the World Poster Pack MJIPK34 $49.90
 Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Outback Tales Poster Pack OTPK01 $49.90  
Includes 6 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

This is Sabrina.  She is the sad fairy.  She has nobody to play with.

Gwenith, the grumpy fairy, isn’t having a nice day.  She’s in a bad mood!

This is Emma, the very excited fairy! She just loves to cuddle puppies.

This is Rara,  the relaxed fairy. She is all tucked into her little bed.

Here is Betty,  the bored fairy. She can’t ever think of anything to do.

This is Harper. She is the happy fairy. She loves to dance wherever she goes.

This is Glenda, the guilty fairy. She took something without asking. She is sorry.

This is Charlotte,  the shy fairy. She sometimes finds it hard to talk to others.

Emotional Fairies Large Poster Pack EFPK01 $49.90  
Includes 8 posters. Size 34cm x 24cm.

See the full range of poster packs online

Torres Strait Poster Pack MJIPK36 $49.90 
Includes 8 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Dreamtime Poster Pack INDPK2 $39.90
Includes 6 posters. Size 35cm x 20cm.

Indigenous Sea Creatures Poster Pack INDPK1 $39.90
 Includes 6 posters. Size 31cm x 21cm.

Poster packs
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NEW



Prices exclude GST. 

NEW Activity carpets

$1599.60 $1399.60 RUG004S Set of 4 NEW activity carpets 
on this page Save 200!
This set of four activity carpets includes The Bush Tucker Carpet Game, Clean up the Carpet, Australian Road Mat Set 
of 4 and Feelings and Emotions Carpet Tiles (set of 16).

SAVE 
$200!

Roll the dice. If you have waste, move forward 
and dispose of it in the correct bin. If you land on 

litter, go back and put it in the correct bin.

Roll the dice. If you have waste, move forward 
and dispose of it in the correct bin. If you land on 

litter, go back and put it in the correct bin.

Roll the dice. If you have waste, move forward 
and dispose of it in the correct bin. If you land on 

litter, go back and put it in the correct bin.

Roll the dice. If you have waste, move forward 
and dispose of it in the correct bin. If you land on 

litter, go back and put it in the correct bin.

If you land on an animal’s footprint, track it and move forward to catch your bush tucker. 
�The�first�player�to�reach�the�camp�fire�wins!
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Eco bags are more 
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Australian Road Mat Set of 4 RUG007 $399.90
Build your own land to play on with this set of four brand new Australian road mats. With 
four different landscapes to choose from including Outback, City, Beach and Farm, you 
can put them in any order, rotate them and be creative with how you set them up each 
time. This is a great resource to teach children about roads, signs, buildings, swimming 
between the flags, emergency services, different geographical areas, famous natural 
and man-made Australian landmarks and so much more. Kids will spend hours playing 
together with their toy cars, animals and other figures. This carpet set is durable with soft 
plush pile, round corners and non-slip backing. Each road mat carpet is 1m x 1m and 
creates a combined play area of 2m x 2m. Toys in photograph not included.

Clean up the Carpet RUG006 $399.90
Roll the soft dice and make your way around 
the carpet, cleaning it up as you go. Learn all 
about different kinds of waste including Rubbish, 
Compost, Recycling and Worm Food. If you land 
on a space that has something to dispose of, 
move forward and put in the correct bin. However, 
if you land on a space with litter on the ground, 
go backwards and put it in the correct bin. The 
in-between spaces have some helpful tips on being 
environmentally friendly. Clean up the Carpet is 
durable with soft plush pile and non-slip backing. 
This round activity carpet is 2m x 2m and comes 
with a soft play dice, 10cm3.

Set up however  
you want!

Roll the dice. If you have waste, move forward 
and dispose of it in the correct bin. If you land on 

litter, go back and put it in the correct bin.

Roll the dice. If you have waste, move forward 
and dispose of it in the correct bin. If you land on 

litter, go back and put it in the correct bin.

Roll the dice. If you have waste, move forward 
and dispose of it in the correct bin. If you land on 

litter, go back and put it in the correct bin.

Roll the dice. If you have waste, move forward 
and dispose of it in the correct bin. If you land on 

litter, go back and put it in the correct bin.

Feelings and Emotions Carpet Squares RUG004 
$399.90
This activity carpet set comes with 16 tiles, each depicting 
a child with a different emotion. Each tile features a vibrant 
artwork, the emotion written in NSW Manuscript font and a 
natural background colour, to help prevent the carpet from 
showing any dirty marks. Children can stand on a tile and try to 
act out that emotion, or flip the tiles over and test their memory 
by playing a memory game. A great resource for understanding 
different emotions, covering key learning outcomes in the 
EYLF. These carpets are durable with soft plush pile, round 
corners and non-slip backing. Each carpet tile is 50cm x 50cm 
and creates a combined play area of 2m x 2m.

The Bush Tucker Carpet Game RUG005 
$399.90
By rolling the soft dice, children will explore this 
beautiful Aboriginal Art carpet game, catching, 
foraging and learning all about bush tucker. If they 
land on an animal’s footprint, they get to track it 
and move up two spaces. The Bush Tucker Carpet 
Game is durable with soft plush pile, round corners 
and non-slip backing. This activity carpet is 2m 
x 2m and each space is about 30cm x 30cm. It 
comes with a soft play dice, 10cm3.

NEW



Activity carpets
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$1099.70 $999.70 RUG001S Set of 3 activity carpets on this page. 
Save $100!
This set of three activity carpets includes Alphabet Rainbow Serpent Carpet, Nature Numbers Carpet and Fossil Finder Carpet.

SAVE 
$100!

Nature Numbers Carpet RUG002 $299.90
Hop and skip through nature with this fantastic activity carpet. Imagine being in a beautiful 
forest, counting your way from one log to the next. For more advanced activities, try adding 
up the numbers on multiple logs! A fantastic numeracy resource. Durable and soft plush 
pile, with round corners and non-slip backing, this the counting carpet for your classroom. 
Size 2m x 1.5m.

3m long!

Alphabet Rainbow Serpent Carpet RUG001 $499.90
What an amazing educational resource! Presented in NSW Manuscript font, this large activity carpet has endless potential for alphabet and spelling games, for example; “Olivia, go and sit on the letter 
O”. Kids can hop from one letter to the next, spelling out any word in the dictionary, all the while learning about the iconic Dreamtime Rainbow Serpent. When it comes to fun, learning activities,  
the sky’s the limit with this alphabet activity carpet! Durable and soft plush pile, with round corners and non-slip backing, this carpet is a must-have for your classroom. Size 3m x 2m.

How many fossils 
can you find?

Fossil Finder Carpet RUG003 $299.90
Great for sitting on and reading a book or two, this scientific activity carpet has the added value of discovering 
prehistoric fossils. Children can examine and try to find all of the hidden fossils while wondering what kinds of 
other things are hiding in the earth. Durable and soft plush pile, with round corners and non-slip backing, this 
carpet fascinates children and activates their scientific side. Size 2m x 1.5m.
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 CODE DESCRIPTION QTY PRICE TOTAL

EMB023S NEW Outback Tales set of 3 big books with FREE Outback Tales poster pack $149.70

TOTAL

FREIGHT $19.90

DISCOUNT

SUB TOTAL

PLUS 10% GST

ORDER TOTAL $

OCTOBER 2019 SALE

SAVE $200 with our NEW activity carpets set $1599.60 $1399.60 RUG004S
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If you land on an animal’s footprint, track it and move forward to catch your bush tucker. 
�The�first�player�to�reach�the�camp�fire�wins!
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